Characterization of chemical allergens as a function of divergent cytokine secretion profiles induced in mice.
Allergic contact dermatitis (contact sensitivity) may be caused by a wide variety of chemicals. In addition, some chemical allergens may also induce respiratory sensitization. It has been demonstrated previously that topical exposure of mice to chemical contact and respiratory sensitizers stimulates divergent immune responses consistent with the selective activation of T helper 1 (Th1)- and Th2-type cells, respectively. Thus, exposure to trimellitic: anhydride (TMA) induces hapten-specific IgE antibody and a substantial increase in the total serum concentration of IgE. Conversely, oxazolone fails to provoke IgE production. In addition, lymph node cells (LNC) isolated following repeated topical exposure of mice to oxazolone or TMA display cytokine secretion profiles characteristic of Th1- and Th2-type cell stimulation. The purpose of the present investigations was to determine whether chemical allergens other than TMA and oxazolone, the respiratory allergen toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and the skin sensitizer dinitrofluorobenzene (DNFB), provoke differential cytokine expression. The production of the Th1-type product interferon gamma (IFN-gamma) and the Th2-type cytokines interleukins 4 and 10 (IL-4 and IL-10) by TDI- and DNFB-activated LNC has been measured. LNC derived from DNFB-exposed animals expressed substantial amounts of IFN-gamma, but only low levels of IL-10 and mitogen-inducible IL-4; exposure to TDI resulted in the converse profile of cytokine secretion. These data demonstrate that repeated topical administration of chemical allergen of different classes elicits in mice divergent cytokine secretion patterns consistent with the selective stimulation of distinct Th subsets. Analysis of such cytokine production profiles may permit in a single integrated assay the simultaneous identification and classification of chemical allergens.